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EXTREME RIGHT WING (XRW)
Factsheet
The greatest risk is from Lone Actors who hold XRW views, and
increasingly interest in the XRW is from young persons establishing
contact online.

We must secure the existence of our people and a
future for white children.
The ‘fourteen words’ or ‘14’ or ‘14/88’ by white supremacist David Lane (1938 – 2007)

•
•

•

•
•
•

Symbology: misappropriation of runes
and / or sigils
Flags: Historical (e.g. confederate /
NSDAP); Created (country / party not
immediately recognised)
Books: Historical (Mein Kampf etc);
Ideology (e.g. Wotanism, extreme
Satanism)
Tattoos (not mainstream)
Clothing: Historical (uniform or
other); Combat (modern functional)
Stickering of street furniture

•
•
•
•

•

Anti-communist – all people do not
have an equal claim to property
Anti-Semitic – a hostility, prejudice, and
/ or discrimination against Jews
Pro-Apartheid – a belief in white
minority rule in South Africa
Anti-immigration / extreme xenophobia
– a dislike of foreign nationals, or those
with a foreign heritage
Homophobic – a hostility, prejudice,
and / or discrimination against gay /
lesbian individuals

Who poses the risk?
Affiliated

Members
formed

Breakaway
Group

Since 2017 linked to
5 killings in the USA

System Resistance Network (SRN) UK

National Action (proscribed) UK
Please see overleaf for more detail

Atomwaffen Division (AWD) USA
SonnenKrieg Division (SKD) UK
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What you could hear

What you could see

Fundamental Ideology:
•
Belief in oppression of a group / several groups of people based on their suggested
inferiority
•
Belief in the perceived threats to a native ethnic group / nation / state / ultraconservative
traditional social institutions
•
Authoritarian / absolute control in the hands of a minority elitist society over the inferior
masses (the Imperium), where enslavement, culling and / or genocide of the inferior is
practiced
•
Terrorist acts are justified as a means to starting the ‘race wars’, which will see the
Imperium delivered
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Selective XRW timeline
1970’s

Apr
1995

Modern XRW ideology begins to manifest in western
Europe, based on Nazi concepts and influence from
the USA.
“…all you
Timothy McVEIGH
tyrannical people
and Terry NICHOLS
will swing in the
killed 168 in a truck
wind one day for
bombing of the
your treasonous
Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma actions against
the Constitution
City, OK, USA. To
date it is the deadliest of the United
domestic terror attack States.”
in the US.
“My aim was
political. It was
to cause a racial
war in this
country.”

Apr
1999

David COPELAND
conducts a 13-day
campaign of nail
bombings in London
targeting black,
Bangladeshi, and
gay communities.

Jul
2011

Anders BREIVIK
detonated a car bomb
in the government
quarter of Oslo, and
then gunned down
individuals at a youth
camp on the island of
Utøya – 77 lives were
taken.

“I would have
done it again.”

Pavlo LAPSHYN,
inspired my
McVEIGH, murdered
Mohammed Saleem
in Apr 13, and then
planted explosives
at three mosques
during a campaign
between Jun and Jul
13.

"I would like to
increase racial
conflict."

Rt Hon Jo Cox MP
was murdered by
Thomas MAIR
outside her
constituency surgery.

“This is for
Britain... Keep
Britain
independent…
Put Britain First.”

Jun / Jul
2013

Jun
2016

Dec
2016

Jun
2017

Jan
2018

Sep
2018

National Action (also known as NS131 and
Scottish Dawn) were proscribed by the Home
Office on 16 Dec 2016. This means that
membership and / or support of a proscribed
organisation contravenes s11 and s12 of
TACT 2000.
National Action was disbanded by its
members, and subsequently ‘rebranded’ as
Vanguard Britannia and the System
Resistance Network (SRN). Breakaway
groups have formed from the SRN, notably
the SonnenKrieg Division (SKD).

Proscribed Terrorist Organisations, Home Office, Dec 2017

XRW groups such as National Action and the
Atomwaffen Division have hosted training
camps, under various guises, within the UK
and abroad. These typically include combat
training, and further indoctrination. Survival
skills are a central key theme.
Training is typically undertaken in wild country
terrain – in the UK this would in areas similar
to / and including the Brecon Beacons,
Dartmoor, the New Forest, and the Peak
District.

The XRW are known to organise music concerts that serve
as social events, which reaffirm ideology. Known as the
‘Oi!’ music scene, this enables the small membership of
XRW groups – such as Blood & Honour, Combat 18 etc –
to come together. Membership of these groups is less
fluid than the far right, which subsequently means that
advertising of these events is tightly controlled, as is
attendance.

National Action is proscribed by the Home Office.

Darren OSBORNE
drove a vehicle into a
crowd of Muslims
leaving Finsbury Park
Mosque, killing
Makram Ali.

“all Muslims
raping children
and being capable
of blowing people
up”

Samuel WOODWARD
murdered Blaze
Bernstein, stabbing him
nearly 20 times in the “That’s what
face and neck; on his they deserve,”
devices was a
significant quantity of
XRW material.
Two teenage boys
were arrested in Kent
for XRW terror
offences.

The XRW are known to utilise mobile phone
applications such as Discord, and Instagram to
communicate, and share imagery / documents.
Recent XRW operations have revealed multiple
usernames, and significant use of these
applications
The XRW have, on occasion, masked
instructions on how to build devices etc within
fiction.
Possession of any material (literature / photos /
instructions either on paper or online) that would
assist terrorism is prohibited by s58 TACT 2000.

Brexit and Trump – the
‘stirring’ of right-wing
populist politics

If you have any information concerning the XRW, please contact
Counter Terrorism Policing via the Action Counters Terrorism
website: https://act.campaign.gov.uk/
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